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1. Introduction.

Over the last four years an army of literally hundreds of particle physi

cists allover the world worked out numerous predictions of the Perturbative QCD.

Many of these predictions have already been compared with the high energy data,

others still await this confrontation. Still many others are to be worked out in

the years to corne.

Has QCD been tested in its perturbative regime to the extent that we can

with justification begin to believe that we perhaps deal here with the correct

theory of the Strong Interactions?

I will try to address this question at the end of my talk. Meanwhile I

would like to invite you for a short Tour of Perturbative QCD. On our Tour we

shall visit the following points of interest: i) Scale parameter A and the argu

ment of ~QCD' ii) Deep-inelastic scattering, iii) Semi-inclusive processes,

1v) p~ distributions, double logs and Sudakov formfactors, v) Quarkonia, vi)

Jets, and vii) Other theoretical news.

During our sight-seeing we shall put the emphasis on the results and con

~rontations with the experimental data rather than on technical details. The lat

~er can be found in the by now numerous guides (AI-A20). At each point of interest

we shall discuss in some detail various aspects of a given subject. At the end of

our Tour we shall collect the most important results of our investigations with the

hope to obtain a GrandView of the Present Status of Perturbative QCD. Only then

shall we attempt to address the question posed at the beginning of this Introduc

tion.

Before the departure for our tour it is perhaps useful to list three main

aspects which we shall discuss along the way. These are: a) Extraction of the

QCD scale parameter A from various processes, b) Higher Order Corrections to

various processes, c) Double logs, Sudakov formfactors and generally soft gluon

effects.

2. Scale Parameter A and the Argument of ~QCD.

In Perturbative QCD we deal with the expansions in powers of the effective

strong interaction coupling constant ~QCD = ~, which depends on a large scale Q2,

relevant to a given process. To set the scene consider a physical quantity

p(Q2) for which we have the following perturbative expansion in ~
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.l. .l. rr .l. rr 2 ~
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(2.1)

where N is a power which depends on the process considered, and the coefficients

r.(l) (n) (2)
.l. r i (n) , etc. (also process dependent) are calculable in perturbative

QeD. Now the point is (Bl,B2) that both a i and the coefficients r
i

in Eq.(2.1)

depend on the renormalization scheme used to calculate p(Q2). They also depend on

the choice of the argument of a through the parameter n (B3). The renormalization

scheme dependence of a i and r i is signaled in (2.1) by the index i , which may

denote the following popular schemes discussed widely in the literature:

i = MS (B4), MS (B2), MOM (B5,B6) among others (B7). To each scheme there is

attached a scale Ai(e.g. AMS or AMOM) which is related to a i by the following

relation (B8) (numerical values below correspond to four effective flavors)

2
£n£n nQ

a. i (nQ 2
)

1.51
[1-0.74

Al + 0 ( 1 \] (2.2)
2 nQ2 \ ~n 2 Q2)

£n(nQ ) £n
A~ A~ A~

.l. .l. .l.

where the first and the second term correspond to the well known one loop (B9) and

two loop (BIO) coefficients in the perturbative expansion for the renormalization

group 8 function respectively (Bll). The various scales Ai are related to each

other. We have for instance (B12)

2.16 AMS

which corresponds to

and

+ o(a~s) ]

(2.3)

(2.4)

(1)
r MS

(1)
r MOM

+ 3.21 . N (2.5)

for a fixed value of n • Furthermore the n dependence of r ~l) (n) for a
.1.

fixed scheme i is given by
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r(1)(1) + N. 2.08 R.n n
i

(2.6)

Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) express the important fact that the QeD scale !I. and the ef

fective coupling constant a are not physical quantities and, dependently on the

scheme considered, take different numerical values •

. The point is however that the scheme dependence of the coefficients

r i (1) , r i (2) , e'tc. is such that if ·rirs and a
i

are inserted into equation (2.1)

then a scheme independent answer for p(Q2) is obtained (note, there is no index i

on the l.h.s. of Eq. (2.1». strictly speaking the last statement is only exact

if p(Q2) is calculated to all orders of perturbation theory. If the perturbative

expansion is truncated as in Eq. (2.1) there is a left-over dependence of p(Q2) on

the scheme considered which is related to the fact that different renormalization

schemes give different estimates of higher order corrections (O(a 3
) and higher)

hot included in the analysis. However, if we consider a class of schemes for

which perturbative expansions are behaving well (i.e. higher orders are small) the

dependence of p(Q2) on i will be weak even if only two first terms in the expan

r;;ion are kept.

This turns out to be indeed the case (A2) for instance for deep-inelastic

structure functions and the photon structure functions at not too large values of

x, and also for total e+e- annihilation cross-sections. For these quantities as

long as !I.MS S 250 MeV the MS and MOM schemes lead to the same predictions within

a few %. For various quarkonia decays (see Section 6) where next to leading order

corrections are sometimes large, the situation is somewhat worse and MS and MOM

r;;chemes are, compatible with each other only within 10-15% (A2) indicating that

higher order corrections not included in the analysis are not neglegible.

Now a few words about the parameter n in Eq.(2.l) which distinguishes

between various choices for the argument of a. We may recall the discussions of

1979-80 of whether the a as extracted at PETRA from jet cross-sections had been

nmeasured" at Q2 = 900 GeV 2 or maybe at Q2 = 150 GeV2 ? At that time only the

leading contributions to the three jet cross-sections had been fully known (this

corresponds in Eq. (2.1) to N = 1 and r i = 0) and the value of the extracted scale

parameter !I. was very sensitive to the assumed relevant value of Q2 (B13). Inclu

sion of next to leading order corrections to jet cross-sections (see Section 7)

removed this sensitivity to a large extent (completely if all orders in a were

taken into account) since each change of n in a i (nQ2) was compensated by the cor

responding change in the parameter ri(n) (see Eq. (2.6».

In summary the discussion of this section shows that it is essentially ir

relevant which scheme for !I. and which n are used as long as

i) at least next to leading order corrections are taken into account (for

the compensation mentioned above to occur)

and

ii) the next to leading order corrections in the renormalization schemes

and for the choices of n considered are not too large (say smaller than

40% of the .leadinq term).
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Fox many quantities encountered in Eerturbative QCD the ilf scheme, the MOM

scheme of ref. (B6) and any scheme with A. satisfying A-- ~ A ~ A fulfils the
~. MS i MOM

criterium ii), whereas the MS scheme does not. There are of course sometimes

differences of a few to 10% in predictions obtained in MS and MOM schemes. I

personally think that within our present understanding of higher order corrections

1n QCD we have to live with these uncertainties. But I am aware of the fact that

some of my colleagues have different points of view. In particular Celmaster and

Sivers (B3) argue that the MOM scheme is the best scheme. On the other hand

Stevenson (B14) suggests a method for finding the best parameter n for a given

renormalization scheme in such a way that the resulting answer is independent of n
and i. At closer look Stevenson I s procedure is similar to the scheme (see

pection 3 and (B15» in which all higher order corrections are absorbed into the

scale A except for the two-loop contribution to the S function (see (2.2».
One should also mention the suggestion of Pennington and Ross (B16) that,

an the time-like processes, /a(Q2) I in place of a(/Q 2 1) should be used as an

expansion parameter. The hope is that this will lead to a faster convergence of

perturbative expansions. Although this idea is certainly an interesting one, I

think more work is needed before it can be accepted as a working procedure. Simi

lar comments apply to the interesting papers of ref. B17, where attempts are made

to estimate O(a 2) corrections to deep-inelastic scattering on the basis of the

presently known O(a) ~orrections to the structure functions and the three-loop

contributions to the S function (Bll).

Irrespective of personal views there are quantities in Perturbative QCD

for which the requirement ii) is not satisfied. These are for instance the cases

bf the deep-inelastic structure functions for x + 1 , and of the massive muon pro

duction for ~z « pi « Q2. In these kinematical limits the next to leading

(and higher) order corrections are large and a resummation of these corrections

to all orders of perturbation theory has to be made. We shall encounter examples

of it on our tour.

The discussion of this section shows how important the next to leading and

higher order calculations are. Without them a meaningful extraction of the para

meter A from the data and a meaningful comparison of values of A "measured" in

various processes are not possible (Bl).

In order to simplify the presentation, I have used throughout my talk the

ME scheme, which seems to be the favorite scheme of the experimentalists.

3. Deep Inelastic Scattering.

We shall now visit the Deep Inelastic Scattering. This process has domi

nated many photon-lepton Conferences in the past and as we have seen this morning

it is also an important part of the present conference (Cl).

The main issues involved here are the logarithmic scaling violations in

F (X,Q2) and F (X,Q2), higher twist effects, and the longitudinal structure func-
2 3

tions. We shall discuss all these issues one by one.
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3 .1.. Oi~tincl; :regions of. x •

In the discussion of QeD effects in deep-inelastic scattering it is useful

(A13) to distinguish four regions of x :
i) 0 ~ x ~ X (Q2), the Regge region which is rather poorly understood at

1

present,

ii) x (Q2) ~ X ~ X (Q2), the region where the most action takes place. In
1 2

this' region the leading twist contributions are believed to dominate.

Furthermore in this region the full cancellation of the virtual and soft

real gluon emissions takes place and consequently there is only a single

large (collinear) logarithm per loop in the Feynman Diagrams. These

large collinear logarithms [a(Q2) log Q2]K have to be summed up to all

orders in a which can be easily accomplished by the renormalization

group techniques. The resulting formulae are known as moment equations

(3.1) or evolution equations (3.2) which can be systematically expanded

in powers of the effective coupling constant a(Q2).

X (Q2) ~ X ~ X (Q2) with 1 - x small but not too smalL Since x in this
2 3

region is rather close to the kinematical boundary the real emission of

soft gluons is restricted and is therefore unable to fully compensate

the reducing effects of virtual contributions. This results in large

corrections of the type a(Q2)~n2 ----11 and a(Q2)~n __1__ ~n~n __1__
-x l-x l-x

which must be summed up to all orders of a. Since there are now

two logarithms per loop standard renormalization group arguments do not

apply and other techniques have to be used to sum the large corrections.

Furthermore in this region higher twist contributions cannot be neg

lected any longer, at least for not sUfficiently large values of Q2.

Finally for x > x (Q2) with log~ ~ 0 ( log Q2/A
2

)
3 -x 3 log log Q2/A 2

the higher twist contributions 0(1/Q2) become dominant because the

leading twist contributions are suppressed by Sudakov-like effects.

The asymptotic behaviour of structure functions in this region in both

Q2 and x can however be studied by the renormalization group techniques.
The border lines between various regions are a bit fuzzy. A rough

estimate on the basis of the formulae quoted below is that for Q2 = 20 GeV2

Xl ~ 0.02, x 2 ~ 0.7 and x
3
~ 0.95. With increasing Q2 , x decreases while

~ and x increase. 1
2 3

We shall now in more detail discuss the regions ii) and iii) and briefly

comment on the region iv) •

1.2 Standard Approach.

3.2.1. Leading Twist (Theory).

Neglecting higher twist contributions the QeD predictions for the deep

~nelastic structure functions F
2

and F
3

in the region ii) are usually expressed

either in the form of the moments
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(3.1)

Dr in the form of the evolution equations

1

Q' a"Q' FNS(x,Q')= J dz FNS(~, Q,)[a(~') p(l)(Z) +a:~Q') p('),z) +o(a'j]

x +

(3.2)

These equations are for F and the non-singlet contributions to F which
3 2

dominate in the full region ii) except for x < 0.3 where singlet contributions

become important. The moment equations and evolution equations (C2, C3, C4) for

the singlet contributions are more complicated than Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). They

can be found in (C4, C5). The input moments MNS lQ 2) or the boundary condition_ n 0

F (x ,Q~) to Eq. (3.2) have to be extracted from experiment at some not too small

value of Q2 = Q2, say 5 - 10 GeV 2 . The powers d (one-loop anomalous dimensions)o n
and the coefficients RNS are on the other hand calculable in QCD. The functions

p (1) (x) and P (2) (x) cont~in the same information as dNS and RNS respectively.
n n

Some technicalities should be mentioned here. The evaluation of the coef-

ficients R~S and the corresponding coefficients in the singlet sector (R~)

involves the calculations of the one-loop quark and gluon Wilson coefficient func

tions (B2) and of two-loop anomalous dimensions (C6). Furthermore.. these two cal

culations have to be done in the same renormalization scheme in order that the

physical predictions for the structure functions are obtained. In the non-singlet

sector there is a full agreement between calculations performed by various authors.

In particular the recent calculations (C7) of the two-loop non-singlet anomalous

~imensions agree with earlier calculations of Floratos, Ross and Sachrajda (C6).

In the singlet sector there is a discrepancy between refs. (C8) and (C9) in the

result for the element y~~ of the two-loop anomalous dimension matrix. Both

calculations have been done in the MS scheme. When the results of both groups are

transformed (C10) into the dimensional reduction scheme (DRS) (Dll) which is

frequently used in the supersymmetric calculations, the elements of the two-loop

~nomalous dimension matrix as calculated by Furmanski and Petronzio (C9) satisfy a

so-called quark-lepton symmetry relation (C3): y(I) + y(I) = y(I) + Y(GIq) , whereas
GG qG qq

the results of Floratos et al. (C8) do not. As argued recently by Floratos (C12)

this favors the result of ref. C9. In any case the discrepancy just mentioned

has essentially no phenomenological consequences, since the dominant contribution

to R± and RNS comes (at least in the MS scheme) from the coefficients functionsn n
calculated in (B2).

Finally it should be said that for not too large values of x or n (say

K < 0.7 , n < 6) the next-to-leading order corrections to F
z

and F
3

in MS and MOM
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schemes are not large{5 - 20%' and consequent_ly it is believed that.· pertu:bative

calculations can pe trusted.

3.2.2. Phenomenological Results.

On the phenomenological side as has been shown in many analyses (Cl,C5,

C13,C14), the formulae like (3.1) and (3.2) agree very well (Cl) with the existing

deep-inelastic .data (ep, llP, vN, vN, etc.) even in the absence of higher twist

contributions. Furthermore it has been found that the inclusion of next-to

leading order corrections (i.e. RNS , R± ) in the phenomenological analyses improvesn n
the agreement of the theory with data. This is most clearly seen by utilizing the

so-called An scheme (Bl,B2,C15). The idea (Bl) is to absorb all higher order cor

rections into the parameter A i.e., to put the formula (3.1) into the form of a

leading order expression. The resulting scale An which replaces A of the L.O.

expression becomes now n dependent with the n dependence predicted (B2,C15) by QCD:

R
NS

An R1 AMS exp rd~S] R1 C In
n large

n

c = constant (3.3)

~his n dependence is (as emphasized by Para and Sachrajda (C15)) renormalization

prescription independent and agrees very well with the data (C16,C17). But what

about values of AMS ?

3.2.3. Val~es of AMS •

This morning some of us (C18) have been encouraged by our experimental

~olleagues that the value of 10 MeV for A
MS

is not necessarily favored by the data.

aut as discussed by Dress (Cl) the values ,of AMS as extracted by various groups

are smaller than two years ago. At this moment I am opening a table of values for

AMS ' which we shall collect on our tour (see table II at the end of this talk) .

The ones extracted from deep-inelastic scattering have been borrowed from Drees

(Cl), who finds

< AMS > 157 +55 M V
-40 e. (3.4)

At first sight it would appear that this value is smaller than what one

would naively expect for AQCD . But it should be remarked that the corresponding

1ITalue in the MOM scheme (apparently a more "physical" scheme than MS) is

AMOM R1 350 MeV, a value which some of us guessed four years ago.

Since the details of various phenomenological analyses have been already

presented by other speakers (Cl), I will only make a few remarks.

First there exists one analysis of the CDHS data (C.17) in which much

larger than (3.4) values of A
MS

(450 ± 50 MeV) have been found. It is important

to clarify this discrepancy. Second, it has been suggested by Roy (C19) that the
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10111 val.ues of A found in high 0 2 .uN .experiments could .be due W It.M pl:"e,se'nce of. a

hard intrinsic charm component in the nucleon. The corresponding threshold effect

would cause an increase of F (X,Q2) at large x, and 0 2 • Taking this effect into
2

account and assuming the size of the intrinsic charm to be 2%, Roy finds that the

net QCD scaling violations correspond to A ~ 300-400 MeV. However as discussed at

this conference there is essentially no evidence for such a charm component in the

data. Consequently it is not clear how seriously one should take Roy's result.

Finally there are a few remarks on higher twists but these will be made at the end

of this section.

3.3 Large x behaviour.

For large x or large n the coefficients Rn in Eq. (3.1) behave like (£nn)2.

When (l(Q2) (£nn) 2 or equivalently (l(Q2) £n 2 -11 are a substantial fraction of 1,-x
one enters the region iii) of Section 3.1, perturbation theory breaks down and

resumrnation of terms (l(Q2)k(tnP ---11 ) or (l(Q2)k£nPn to all orders of perturba-x
tion theory has to be done. Such a resumrnation has been demonstrated by various

authors (A3,A7,A13,C20-C23) in the so-called doub;.e leading log approximation
. (2)k 2k 1(DLLA) in which the dominant terms in each order in a,1.e. a Q £n l-x' are

taken into account, but the terms a (Q2) k £nP l=X with k < P < 2k are neglected.

One obtains for instance for the nucleon structure functions (A13):

F (X,Q2) '" (I-x) 3 exp [_ 16 f(x,02)]
2 33-2nf

where (3.5)

The moment version of Eq. (3.5) is given by Eq.(3.7) of ref.(C.22). For

a. (Q2) log n «1 but a (Q2) (logn) 2 ~ 0(1) the result (3.5) or its moment
s s

version correspond to the exponentiation of the dominant term in the parameter
1 £nQ 2 Q2

R
n

Le. (£nn) 2 term. For tn l-x > 0(£n£nQ2) or n? Q2 ' where
o

Q~ ~ 1 GeV 2 the exponential in (3.5) behaves like a Sudakov formfactor and the

structure function as given by (3.5) is strongly suppressed. Consequently the lead

ing twist contributions on which Eq.(3.5) is based cease to be important and higher

twist contributions take over. This is the region iv) of Section 3.1. In this

region one can show that (C24)

-2~

l: C r £n Q2 ]
N N '-£n0 2 (1-x)

(3.6)
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where ~(Q2) is_the maqnetic fo~£actor of the Ducleon, ~ are anomalous d~n

sions of three fermion uperators and CN are calculable coefficients which have not

been calculated so far.
The result like (3.5) is valid only for large x and it would be interesting

to have a formalism which would interpolate between the intermediate x region (ii»

and the large x region (iii». It has been suggested (C20,C22,C23) that so-called

improved evolution equations (compare with (3.2»

*rdZ FNS(~,Q') [a(Q,(l;Z)lP(l)(Zl]

x +

(3.7)

0.vhich correspond to rescaling of the argument of a. from Q2 to Q2 (l-z) /z may do this

job. The change of the argument of a. is an effect of taking properly the kinemati

cal constraints on the k~ of the emitted gluons (A3,A7). Thus it is argued that

by a simple rescaling of the argument of a. (in the leading order expressions) one

can resume the most important corrections to all orders of perturbation theory.

Indeed as has been shown in refs. (C20,C22,C23) an equation like (3.7) is for

~ + I equivalent to (3.5) to the DLLA accuracy. One can question, however, the

quality of Eq.(3.7) in interpolating between intermediate and large x regions.

Such an interpolation should include correctly the terms like

et(Q2)kR,nP -11 (k < P < 2k) which have not been taken into account in Eqs. (3.5) and-x
(3.7). We thus need a systematic approach in which we can calculate the correc-

tions to Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7). There is a hope that the methods developed recently

by Collins and Soper (see Section 5) may serve this purpose.

Furthermore there is the question raised by some of my colleagues (C2S)

whether an equation like (3.7) is consistent with the factorization of mass singu

~arities. The point is that such a factorization is only true at fixed Q2 and not

W2 = Q2(I-x)/x .

How relevant is all this for the deep-inelastic scattering phenomenology

and for the data fitting? Personally I do not think it is of great relevance. It

~as been shown for instance in ref. (CI4) that the numerical differences between

equations like (3.7) and the explicit calculations of the next-to-Ieading order

~orrections (Eq. (3.1» become important only for x > O. 7 where the structure

functions are small, data are poor, and the uncertainties due to higher twist

contributions are non-negligible.

On the theoretical side, however, the studies of refs. (A3,A7,A13,C20-C25)

are very important and this for two reasons. First they show that the large x

behaviour of the twist two contributions to the deep-inelastic stru~ture functions

and in particular the large higher order corrections can be brought under control.

~econd the resummation methods discussed in the above papers turn out to be useful

for such processes in which (Sudakov-like) effects are experimentally better

"visible" than in the deep-inelastic scattering. We shall come to this in Section

S.
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3.4 Longitud~nal Structure Functions,

In the parton model with spin ~ quarks and in the absence of target mass

corrections and higher twist contributions, the longitudinal structure function is

zero (C26). In QCD and in the leading twist approximation one finds

(3.8)

where M(L) and M(2) are the moments of the non-singlet longitudinal (F ) and F
n n L 2

structure functions respectively. It has been known already for some time (C27)

that the first term in (3.8) cannot account for the albeit poor data. Especially

for large n or x values the leading order prediction of Eq. (3.7) lies systema

tically below the data. For small x, where singlet contributions (not shown in

(3.8» dominate, the agreement of the theory with data is quite good. The disagree-

ment between theoretical predictions and the intermediate and large x data for F
L

might not be a problem for QCD, however, and could be due to our neglect of higher

twist contributions, target mass effects, non-perturbative effects etc., which are

present in QCD but are difficult to calculate (C28).

Irrespective of this it is of importance to check how large the next-to

leading order corrections are to the ratio in (3.8) (i.e. the coefficients Bn ) .

Such calculation is also necessary if we want to use in Eq.(3.8) the same value

for the scale parameter A (e.g. AMS ) as the one obtained from the phenomenology

of F and F structure functions. The coefficients B have been recently calculat-
2 3 n

ed by Duke, Kimel and Sowell (C29). They find that Bnls vary slowly with n and in

the MS scheme change from 4.3 to 7.5 when n is varied from 2 to 10. The correc

tions are therefore non-negligible and have the right sign. However due to the

decrease ofa
MS

as compared to the leading order aLO (C30), the net effect of the

next-to-leading order corrections to the ratio (3.8) is very small (C31). Conse

quently there is still room in the data for diquarks and higher twists effects

(C28). So let us say a few words about the latter .

. 3.5 Higher Twists

At low values of Q2 one has to worry,in addition to logarithmic scaling

violations, about power-like scaling violations. In perturbative QCD they are

represented by target mass effects, heavy quark mass effects and by contributions

of operators of higher twist. Here we shall only discuss the latter. In the

presence of higher twist contributions, Eq. (3.1) generalizes to

I
t=2

even

A (t) d (t)
n 2 [a,(Q2») n [1+R(t) a(Q2) + ••• )

[Q2 ]t- n 1T
(3.9)
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where the .sum-Iuns over various twist (tJ contribu.tions; leading 'lwi!lt (t =,2J J

twist four (t= 4) and so on. A(t) are-incalculable hadronic matrix elements of

spin n twist t operators. d(tf and R(t) are calculable numbers, e.g., n n

d(2) = dNS and R(2) = RNS • It should be remarked that there are many operators
n n n n

of a given twist> 2 contributing to Eq.(3.9) so this equation is in reality more

complicated than we have shown. Consequently there are many unknown non-perturba

tive parameters A(t) (t>2) which have to be extracted from the data. This makes
n

the phenomenology of higher twist contributions very complicated.

Since the parameters A(t) are incalculable at present (see, however ,below)
n

one can study phenomenologically the effects of higher twist contributions in deep

inelastic scattering by using "QCD motivated" parametrizations of the terms t> 2

~n Eq. (3.9). Unfortunately there is no full agreement between phenomenologists on

the importance of higher twist contributions in the scaling violation analyses.

Some physicists find that they are (C32) or could be (C33) important. Others find

(C34) that they are negligible except in the x -+ 1 region. One should also mention

here the analysis of the CDHS group (C35). They find that for Q2 > 10 GeV 2 and

~ < 0.7 the higher twist contributions are probably negligible but are important

at lower Q2 i.e. in the SLAC region.

Clearly in order to settle the issue a systematic attack of the higher

twist problem is very desirable. Some progress in this direction has already been

made:

a) the anomalous dimensions of some of the twist four (t=4) operators have

been calculated (C36);

b) the coefficient functions of certain classes of higher twist operators

have been analyzed in ref. (C37) and in particular in ref. (C38);

c) diagrammatic approaches to higher twist contributions have been suggested

in refs. (C39) -and (C40). These papers also address the question of

higher twist contributions to the semi-inclusive processes;

d) one should also mention the explicit calculations (C41) of certain higher

twist contributions to semi-inclusive processes, and finally

e) there exist very interesting calculations of the matrix elements A(2)

(C42) and A~4) (C38) in the framework of the MIT bag model. Negl~cting
logari thmic scaling violations one finds (C38) for n = 2 moment

M~~;en (Q2) M(t=2) I
n=2

BAG

(60 MeV) 2

Q2
Fl:1 0.1- 7.10-1+

Q2=5
(3.10)

Thus in the

is smaller than 1%.

be more important.

E'1. (3.10). If this
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"MIT bag .motivated" higher twis..:t:. cantribu.tioDS into tbeanal.ysls of 'CleeIO.·ine1astic

data would increase the scale parameter A rather than decrease it, as assumed in
many phenomenological analyses.

One may of course ask how much the bag model has to do with QCD? In spite

of this the analyses of refs. (C38) and (C42) are very interesting and undoubtedly

one should pursue in this direction with the hope of gaining a better understand

ing of higher twist contributions.

4. Semi-Inclusive Processes.

In 1977-78 it was shown by a group of physicists (DI - D3) that

Perturbative QCD calculations could be extended to other processes such as semi

inclusive processes, discussed here and in Section 5, and jet cross-sections,

discussed in Section 7.

The main issues involved in semi-inclusive processes are higher order QCD

corrections for the integrated (over p~) cross-sections, the resulting corrections

to parton model relations connecting various procpsses, and the study of transverse

momentum (p~) distributions. We shall discuss all these issues here and in the

following Section.

4.1. Basic Structure.

There are six (including deep-inelastic scattering) inclusive and serni

inclusive processes for which a huge amount of data is now available and which

therefore deserve particular attention. These are:

i) eh-+ eX ii) + -e e -+ hX

v) e+·e- -+ h h X
1 2

vi) h h -+ h X
1 2 3

(4.1)

In perturbative QCD the formulae for the processes listed in Eq.(4.l)

have the following general structure:

for the processes i) and ii),

\' h 1 2 (2» fh. 2(X ,Q2)L f
1

(xl,Q)~a .. (x,x,aQ II
,ij ~J 1 2 J 2

for the processes iii) - v) and

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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for the pIocess vi)
In the above equations f~(X,Q2) stand either for the parton distributions

~

(quark, antiquark, gluon) which measure the probability for find~ng a parton of

t.ype i in a hadron h, with the momentum fraction x , or they stand for the frag

mentation functions, which measure the probability for a parton of type i to decay

into a hadron h carrying the fraction x of the parton momentum. 0ij are the rele

vant parton cross-section and the summation in Eqs.(4.2) and (4.3) is over quarks,

antiquarks and gluons. The e denotes symbolically a convolution, an example of

Which can be found in Eq. (3.2).

Strictly speaking the separation of the (physical) cross-sections 0h '

Ph
1
h2 and O~~h2 into parton distributions, parton cross-sections and fragmentation

~unctions is not unique beyond the leading order (D4) and depends on the definition

of parton distributions and fragmentation functions. This is analogous to the

arbitrariness in the definition of the effective coupling constant encountered in

Section 2. Two definitions have been discussed in the literature:

Definition A. (D4)

The parton distributions and fragmentation functions are defined by the

space-like (8) and time-like (T) cut vertices (D3) respectively which are normal

ized at Q2 and defined by the MS scheme. The moment version of the evolution

equations for such defined densities is (in the non-singlet sector) as follows:

where

d
NS

[ZN8]
[~] n [1+ nS
a (Q2) ZNS

o nT

(4.5)

I
l

dx

o

(4.6)

and similarly for the fragmentation functions DNS (Z,Q2). Only two-loop anomalous

dimensions and two-loop B function contributions are included into the coefficients

~~~ and z~i. The remaining higher order corrections which come from one-loop

QeD corrections to the relevant parton subprocesses are included into the short

distance functions 0 .. and o. which we have called parton cross-sections. We
~J ~ N8. NS

~hall discuss these cross-sections below. ZnS and ZnT differ from each other due

to the difference between two-loop anomalous dimensions of space-like cut vertices

(D3) (relevant for deep-inelastic scattering and parton distributions in general,

see Section 3) and the two-loop anomalous dimensions of time-like cut vertices

(relevant for fragmentation functions) which have been calculated last year in
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ref. (05). This difference cor;r:esponds . to the. breakdown .of the so-ca:lled Gribov

Lipatov relation (D6). However, both z~~ and z~i are very small (~0.5) for

p < 10 and grow only like £n n for large n. Consequently evolution equations

defined by (4.5) are essentially the same as the leading order equations and

~urthermore they are almost the same for q(X,Q2) and D(X,Q2).

Definition B. (D7)

All higher order corrections to deep-inelastic scattering and to e+e- + hx

are absorbed into the definition of parton distributions and fragmentation func

tions respectively. The evolution equations now take the form (4.5) with zNS and
NS nS

llnT replaced by

[RNS ]
n S,T

(4.7)

Where (B:S)S and (B~S)T come from the one-loop corrections to the deep-inelastic

scattering and the one-loop corrections to e+e- + hx respectively. Since B~~,T

are large for large n (see below), the new evolution equations differ substantially

at large n (large x) from the corresponding leading order equations. Furthermore,

as we shall discuss below, B~~ and B~~ differ considerably from each other which

is mainly due to the continuation of Q2 from space-like to time-like region. Con

sequently the evolution equations for parton distributions and parton fragmentation

functions, given by the definition B, differ. at "low" values of Q2 < 100 GeV 2

where the next-to-leading order corrections (in particular for fragmentation func

tions) are not negligible.

4.2. Summary of Higher Order Corrections to Semi-Inclusive Processes.

We begin this summary by discussing the processes i) - v) in Eq. (4.1). Let

us denote the moments of the cross-sections 0 h and 0 i of Eq. (4.2) generally by

(4.8)

o

and the double moments of the cross-sections 0h
l
h

2
and 0 ij of Eq.(4.3) by

o

1

[ dx
I

1

I
o

n-2
dX 2 Xl (4.9)

where x, Xl and x 2 are the relevant scaling variables. Then the moments of the

cross-sections for the processes i)- v) of Eq. (4.1) can be written (neglecting

~bvious overall factors) as 4naEM/3Q2 in (4.12) as follows:
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(4.10)

e+e- -+ hX
on

(4.11)

(4.12 )

ehl-+h~ex hl h 2 [1 + Beh a (Q 2) + 0(0. 2)]°run (Q ) <q (Q2) > <0 (Q2) >
n m nm 'IT

+ - + -e e !h 1 h 2X hI h a (Q2)
°nrn(Q ) <D (Q2»n <02(Q2» [1 + Be e + 0(0. 2)]

m nm 'IT

(4.13)

(4.14)

We have used here the definition A of parton densities and we have expande~

the parton cross-sections in powers of a keeping only the next-to-leading terms.

Furthermore to make the formulae more transparent we have not summed over quarks

~nd antiquarks. The parton cross-sections for these additional subprocesses are

exactly the same to this order as the parton cross-sections shown in (4.10)-(4.14).

The references where the explicit calculations of the parameters B
n

and B
run

can

be found are listed in (08-013) and in Table III at the end of this talk.

We have found (D14) that for large nand m the results for various coeffi

cients Bn and Bnm in (4.10)-(4.14) can be summarized by the following simple

formulae

and

[:::] . F (1)
n + (4.15 )

+ (4.16)

Where the universal functions F (1) and F (2) are given by (MS scheme)
n run

2 'IT 2
3' [log n] 2 + 1. 77 [ log n] - 2 • 2 - '9

and
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F~2) 1([log nF + [logm:? + 2 logm logn)

(4.18)
+ 1.54 ([logn] + [logm]) - 4.4 - ~TI2 •

II'hus,

1) For large nand m there is a universality in the nand m dependence of

an and Bnm at the level of (logn)2, log m log n, log n and constant terms, which

is broken only by a process dependent number ([ ••• ]) of the 2/3 TI 2 terms.

2) We have found (D14) a simple counting rule for the number of "2/3 TI 2 "

terms one has to add to the universal function for a given process. This

"2/3 TI 2 counting rule" reads as follows: count the number of target hadrons and/or

hadrons detected in the final state, which are on the other side of a large

momentum, say Q2. Using this rule, one immediately reproduces Eqs. (4.15) and

(4.16) .

3) For low n the universal behaviour of BnS and BnT is no longer satisfie9;

BnT - BnS is smaller than %TI
2 . However, the universality of B~, B~ and B~e

1s (except for j TI 2 terms) satisfied within 5% if n, m ~ 6 •

4) The next-to-leading order corrections to all processes ii)-v) are much

larger than the ones found in deep-inelastic scattering and they are large at all

values of x or n due to the TI 2 terms which corne mainly from the continuati?n of Q2

from the space-like to the time-like region. Slightly smaller corrections for all

processes i) - v) are found if the MOM scheme is used.

5) In order to study QeD corrections to parton model relations which con

nect various processes it is useful to use the definition B of parton distributions
.. eh e+e- DY

and parton fragmentat~on funct~ons. In this case Bn ' Bnm and Bnm are replaced

by

.....DY
BDY

BnS BnSBnm nm

.....eh
Beh BnS BnTBnm nm

.....e+e- Be +e - BnT BnTBnm nm

and Eq. (4.16) by

.....DY
2Bnm

aeh F
(2)

0
2 TI 2... + "3nm nm

~e+e-
0nm

where

(4.19)

(4.20)
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j logm • logn -0.23 [log n + logm] - %n 2

t'(2) are renormalization scheme independent.
nm

(4.21)

Since now the j n 2 terms have been absorbed into the definition of the
+ fragmentation functions the parton model relations between eh+eX, e e +hX and

eh+ehX as well as between e+e-~hX and e+e-+h h X are mainly violated by the
1 2

(log n) • (log m) terms which introduce non-factorization in nand m, absent in the

leading order and in the parton model. The parton model relation between eh+eX

and hlh2+~+~-X is also violated by the [2] 1n2 term.

Let us summarize five main findings which have important implications for

future research and for confrontation with the data.

A) The next-to-leading order corrections to the processes ii) -v) are

large for all nand m due to the terms (log n)2, (log m)2, (log n) . (log m) and the

n 2 terms. The resummation of these corrections to all orders of perturbation

theory is necessary. The (logn)2, (logm)2, etc. terms can be summed as in the

deep-inelastic scattering (see Sec. 3.3) • It has also been suggested (015) that

the n 2 terms can be summed to all orders in a(Q2)by using the asymptotic formula

for the elastic quark form factor (D16). I think that this method of summing the

n 2 terms related to the continuation from space-like to time-like Q2 is quite

reasonable. It should be, however, kept in mind that not all n 2 terms are summed

py this method; e.g., the n 2 terms of Eqs. (4.17), (4.18) and (4.21). Conse

quently the n 2 terms require further study.

B) Scaling violations in massive muon production and in all time-like

processes are expected to be larger (for a given AMS ) than in deep-inelastic

scattering (D17). In particular we find the prediction

+ -
Ae e +hX ~ (2 _ 3) ADI S
eff eff (4.22)

where the effective scales A are to be extracted by means of leading order expres

sions from e+e-+hX and deep-inelastic scattering data. Although scaling viola

tions in e+e-+hX have been seen both at PETRA and PEP, it is not yet clear

whether Eq. (4.22) is in agreement with data.

e) One expects the cross-section for the massive muon production to be

renormalized by roughly factor 2 relative to the standard Drell-Yan formula, i.e.

+ 
hh+~ ~ X

r do ]
LdM 2

DY
r do ]

K LdM 2
(4.23)

with K ~ 2. This is confirmed by the data (pN,nN) (018). Is this a great

success of QeD or juat an accident?
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D) One .expects .the non-t:actorizati.on j.n ~ .and m in t.he proee'S'Ses iii) - v) •

In particular in the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering eh +ehX this cor-
1 2

responds to non-factori,zation in x and z variables. It is not clear whether the

presence of such non-factorization in the data has been firmly established (A18).

E) One should also mention the large next-to-leading order corrections to

h 1 h 2 + h 3 (large P.i) X, which have been found by Ell is, Furman, Haber and Hinchl iffe

(0.19). If a(s) (5 is the c.m.s. energy of the parton subprocess, say qq) is the

expansion parameter, the next-to-leading order corrections are roughly by a factor

1- 2 larger than the Born cross-section. These large corrections have been con

firmed by Furmanski and Slominski (020). They point out however (see also ref.

a3) that the corrections are small in the whole range of p~ if a(s/7.4) instead

pf a(s) is used as the expansion parameter. Thus in the end it might be that the

process in question is not outside our control. For the cross-section at 90° one

can find, using the results of ref. (020) , the following simple formula

1

P 1+
.i

1

P 1+
~

1
(4.24)

spectacular QCD effects are p~ effects which are caused by

These have been most extensively studied in the massive muon

e+e- annihilation. We shall concentrate here mainly on the

which is valid for 2 ~ P, ~ 10 GeV and 0.1 ~ A-- ~ 0.5 GeV. The first factor is
..L MS

the nominal power rel~ted to the parton subprocess. The second is the effect of

the leading and next-to the leading QCD corrections. For A
MS

~ 0.2 - 0.3 GeV the

effective power is 6- 6.5 which is not so far from the experimentally measured

value ~ 8. The remaining P.i dependence seen in the data can presumably be ex

plained by the intrinsic k~ effects. The calculations of refs. (019) and (020)

involve only the QCD corrections to the qq subprocess. Before a detailed phenomen

ological analysis can be done, the QCD corrections to other subprocesses, such as

Gq, qq and GG have to be computed.

There have been a few more calculations of higher order QCD corrections to

semi-inclusive processes. They are listed in Table III (see the end of this talk).

5. p~ Effects.

5.1. Preliminaries.

Among the most

gluon bremsstrahlung.

pair production and in

massive muon pair production.

In the standard Drell-Yan model and in the absence of the primordial k~

of annihilating quarks and antiquarks the transverse momentum p~ of the muon pair

is zero. In QCD P.i is no longer zero and its perturbative component receives the

dominant O(a) contribution from the diagrams of Fig. 1. The distributions result

ing from these diagrams have been calculated by various authors (El). The result

is compared with the data (E2) in Fig. 2. It is clear that the diagrams of
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q -----("7\1O{'1fX'X''lr G

+ crossed

(a)

+ crossed

( b)

(Fig. 1)

Fig. 1 cannot reproduce the data. In particular the shape at small and intermedi

ate p~ is wrong. Furthermore at low p~ the predicted distribution behaves as I/pl
contrary to the data which is rather flat. For large p1 ~ 0(Q2) the situation is

much better but the theoretical prediction lies somewhat lower than the measured

distribution, especially in TIN scattering.

A little thinking convinces us however that there is as yet no need to

worry or to panic, and this for four reasons.

First there is something positive in Fig. 2. The data show large p~ ef

fects in accordance with theoretical expectations. Furthermore the predicted in

Crease of <p~> with sand Q2 is confirmed by the data (E2).

Second the theoretical predictions shown in Fig. 2 are based on the expres-

sion

dcr

I
dx dx q (x , Q2) q (x , Q2) cr (x , x , 1" , Q2 )

1 2 1 2 1 2 p2
~

(5.1)

which only applies for pi ~ 0(Q2). If p1 is 0(Q2) at order a~ there is only a

k-fold logarithmic divergence due to mass (collinear) singularities,while the in

frared (soft) divergences cancel between real and virtual gluon emissions. The

mass singularities can be factored out and the left-over large logarithms

a~ logkQ2 can be resummed to give Q2 dependent parton distributions. For p1 « Q2

but p1 » ~2 the situation is more complicated. Now at each order in perturbation

theory the dominant corrections to the standard Drell-Yan process are of the form

a k ln2k (Q 2 /p7) arising from the emission of k gluons which are both soft and col-s ...L --

linear. If Q2 » pl the perturbation theory breaks down and these large logarithmf:f

have to be summed to all orders of perturbation theory. This region of p~ is anal~

ogous to the region iii) (large x) of Section 3. We shall deal with it below. In

any case we should not be surprised that a formula like (5.1) disagrees with data

for pI « Q2 .

Third at low p~ one may expect non-perturbative effects related to the in

trinsic (primordial) <k~> to be of importance. The usual procedure (E3) is to

convolute the perturbative result of Fig. 2 with the primordial distribution

chosen to have the form
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(Fig 2.) Calculations to O(a)

in QCD (solid lines)of

the p~ distributions of

muon pairs are compared

to data in a) pN inter

actions and b) TIN inter

actions. The figures

are from ref. (E4). The

dashed line in Fig. 2a

corresponds to the O(a)

result convoluted with

the primordial k~ ac

cording to the procedure

of ref. (E3).
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Choosing <ki> ~ 1 GeV 2 one obtains a better agreement wLth the data (see the da~heQ

line in Fig. 2b). This procedure is however very ad hoc and the agreement reached

with the data cannot be regarded as a success of the theory. Ne'"ertheless the

primordial k~ effects should somehow be taken into account. How they are really

important can only be answered once the perturbative part of the p~ distributions

at relatively low p~(0(1 GeV» is correctly taken into account. We shall corne to

this in Section 5.3.
Fourth one may ask whether "the next-to-Ieading order QCD corrections which

are here 0(a 2) could modify substantially the leading order result of Fig. 2?
s

We shall now address some of the above questions.

As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the p~distributions resulting from the diagrams

of Fig. I are consistent with the pN data at p~ ~ Q ~ 4 GeV but are substantially

below the nN data. Even after the inclusion of the intrinsic k~ (in the amount

sufficient to fit the low p~ data) the nN data lie by a factor K' ~ 2.4 (E4) abov~

the theoretical predictions. Now in pN scattering the Compton sUbprocess (Fig. lb),

dominates for pI ~ 0(Q2), whereas in nN scattering the annihilation subprocess

(Fig. la) is more important. One could then expect (E4) that, if QCD is going to

agree with the nN data for pi ~ Q2, the higher order corrections to the annihila

~ion subprocess should be substantial. Indeed it has been found recently by Ellis,

~artinelli and Petronzio (E5) and also by Perlt(E6) that the 0(a 2) QeD corrections

to the "non-singlet cross-sections" (e.g. (n+ - n-) p or (p - p) p) are substantial.

~he calculation involves the subprocesses qq + qqy* and qq + qqy* (E7) in addition

~o the virtual and real gluon radiation corrections to the lowest order subprocess

qq + Gy*. Typical diagrams are shown in Fig. 3. For A ~ 400 MeV the ratio

0*

G

( b) G

0*
(Fig. 3)

q

q---.,....,..~~-

q__.......;;.J... q

q
q

q

q~G

q~o*
(a)

(c) (d)
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1 do 2 )
P.1

dQd (0 (0. ) + 0 (0. )

KI (P.1)
P.1 s s

(5.3)
1 do
P.1 dQdp1. (0 (as) )

changes from 2.3 to 1.5 when P.1 is changed from 2.5 to 5 GeV at Q = 6.5 GeV. Thus

as in the case of the integrated (over Pl.) cross-sections (see Section 4) one finds

a correction factor of order 2 and furthermore, as there, it appears that this

factor is welcomed by the data. There remains of course the worry that since the

corrections are so large, the perturbative calculations of P.1 distributions at

present values of Q2 cannot be trusted. In view of the fact that these large

corrections are welcomed by the data it is important to investigate whether the

resumation of the most important higher order corrections to all orders in a could

be done.

But what about the small and intermediate Pl.? Can we do better, than it is

shown in Fig. 2, within the perturbation theory without introducing a large and

ad hoc intrinsic k.1 for partons?

5.3. Small and Intermediate p1. (E8 - El9) •

The massive muon pair production cross-section as given in (5.1) is sche

matically illustrated. in Fig. 4a where the circles stand for parton distributions,

and the square denotes the parton cross-section. The later cross-section which

we deno~e by da/dpl can be calculated in perturbation theory as shown in Fig. 4b.

q (X" ? )

(a)

(b)

(Fig.4)
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The questions wn~ch we want to ask now are;

a) What is the scale which enters the parton distributions when pi « Q2 ?

b) What happens to da/dp~ when pi « Q2 ?

c) Can we use perturbation theory to evaluate da/dp~ at P1. 0 ?

We shall now answer all these questions one by one.

5.3.1. The scales in the parton distributions.

In the discussion of P1. distributions in the massive muon pair production

it is useful to distinguish three regions in P1.' In each of these regions the

parton distributions which enter formulae like (5.1) are to be evaluated at differ

ent scales. One finds (E16-E19):

Region Scale in q(x, ?)

p2 Q2 Q2
1.

Q2 » p2 > (p2) p2
1. 1. 0 1.

p2 ~ (p2) (p2)
1. 1. 0 1. 0

where

16c =
33-2f

(5.4)

Here f is the number of flavors. For Q2 = 100 GeV 2 and A = 500 MeV,

(pi) 0 Fo::$ 2.5 GeV 2 • The important point is that even for pi Fo::$ 0 the parton dis

tributions are to be evaluated at (pi) 0 ' which for the example quoted above and in

general, is large enough for the perturbative calculations to make sense. We shall

discuss it in more detail in Sect. 5.3.3.

5.3.2. Parton Cross-Sections for pi « Q2 .

In Section 5.2 we have discussed the parton cross-sections in the region

pi Fo::$ Q2. We shall now present what happens to da/dpi in the two remaining regions

listed above.

As we have mentioned in Section 5.1 when ~2 « pi « Q2 double logarithms

a k log2k Q2 appear in the parton cross-sections and perturbation theory breaks
p 1.2

down. These double logarithms can be interpreted as a result of an incomplete

cancellation between soft virtual and real gluon emissions. If we want to have any

reliable QeD predictions for the massive muon pair production in this region we

have to sum all these large corrections to all orders of perturbation theory.

Quite generally one can write

J!...2 log Q\ {A + ex (B log2 Q2 + B log Q2 + B )
P1. P1. 1 Pl. 2 P1.2 3
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T .... }

where 00 = 4TI~2EM/9Q2. Then in the so-called double leading logarithmic approxi

mation (DLLA) in which only the dominant terms in each order in a, i.e.

~k10g2k Q~, are summed, one obtains (E8-E11)
Pol

a Q2 2a Q2
- log - exp [- - 10g 2 - ] •
pi pI 31T pi

(5.6)

This formula is only valid for a fixed a. For a running a the argument

of the exponential in (5.6) is somewhat more complicated (E9, E16). The exponen

tial itself can be regarded as an effective quark formfactor. It gives the

probability for the massive (Q2) muon pair production 'in qq annihilation without

emission of gluons having transverse momenta kol greater than Pol (the transverse

momentum of the muon pair). When pl« Q2 this probability is very small. Indeed

for pi = 0 the cross-section is predicted to be zero (Fig. 5).

If there is a strong cancellation between the leading logarithms for small

pi ' it is quite probable that the sub1eading logarithms neglected so far could

have an important contribution in this Pol region, and could fill the dip of Fig. 5.

This indeed seems to pe the case as first discussed by Parisi and Petronzio (Ell)

and recently in more detail by other authors (E17-E18).

1 dcr---
cr dp~

Fi~.5

"I
I

I
I
I
I,,,,

DLLA
b

Let us first recall that in

DLLA the dominant contribution comes

from mu1ti-g1uon emissions with one

gluon having ki ~ pi and the remain

ing gluons having (kt) 2« pi. It

turns out that for small pI the most

important contributions come from

mu1ti-g1uon emissions with two or more

gluons haVing kIi » pl which add

vectoria11y to give a small pI of the

muon pair. As discussed in detail in

refs. (E17) and (E18) the contributions

2 in question are suppressed in each

order of a by at least 10g 3 ~l as compared to the contributions which enter DLLA.

aowever after all orders are summed these sub1eading logarithms dominate over the

DLLA contributions and fill the dip at small Pol. A$ pointed out first by Parisi

and Petronzio (Ell), and recently discussed by various authors (E15-E19), the sub

leading logarithms in question can be "pulled out" from the series (5.5) by using

the exact transverse momentum conservation. This is usually most easily done by

working in the impact parameter space b instead of k.l space (E10-E15, E17-E19).

Defining a(b,Q2) by
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do
dp 2

.1
(5.7)

one obtains

1 _ 1 -So (b 2 ,Q2)
L e~ q(x , ~)q(x , b 2 ) e
i 1. 1 b 2

(5.8)

~here (for fixed a)

(5.9)

We observe that Eqs. (5.7)-(5.9) correspond to the exponentiation of the

leading logarithms in the b-space rather than in the k.l space as it is done in the

PLLA (see (5.6». Thus exponentiating in the b-space one sums effectively some

~ub-leading logarithms in the k.l space (those related to the exact transverse

momentum conservation) in addition to the leading logarithms which enter DLLA.

Numerically it turns out (E17,E18) that for P~ > (pi) 0 the DLLA and the lib-space

.nethodII lead to very similar results, whereas for pi < (pi> 0 the two give very

different predictions. Instead of a dip predicted by DLLA, the b-space approach

gives (E16-E19) (see Fig. 5)

(5.10)

where the power 0.6 corresponds to 4 flavors.

5.3.3. Small P.l Region.

We are now in a position to answer the question c) of whether we can use

perturbation theory to evaluate do/dpi at P.l F::$ o. As remarked already, for

pI « (pI) 0 the dominant contribution to do/dpi comes from multi-gluon emissions

with (k~)glUOnS F::$ (pI) 0 » pl· Consequently even for very small P.l the argument

of a and of the parton distributions will be (pi) 0 and not pi· But since (pI) 0

(see (5.4» is for sufficiently large Q2 much larger than A2 , the perturbation

theory can be safely applied. It should be stressed, however, that at not too

large values of Q2 one should expect the non-perturbative effects (intrinsic k.l>

~o be important. It is, however, interesting to observe (Ell) that due to the

exponential in (5.8) the large b region (where the non-perturbative effects are

most important) is "more and more suppressed as Q2 increases. Consequently at very

large Q2 the Fourier transform in (5.7) will be dominated by the small b region

(short distances), sensitivity to the intrinsic k.l will be lost, and the P.l dis

tributions in the massive muon production will be fully predicted within perturba

tion theory in the whole region of P.l!: This is of course only a dream at pre

sently available energies, but at Isabelle and Tevatron ene~gies thLs dream could
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be partially r~a1~zed~ So let us see what our experimental fkie~ Oan Observe at

such high energies.

5.3.4. Large Q2 Predictions

They should observe

Fig. 6) a plateau in

extending from pI ~ 0

2 = ( 2) ~ A1. 2 QO. 8
P.L P.L a

(see
2

P.L '

to

,,,,,,
"" ....

(p 2) (1)
1 0

1 dcr
0-0 dp~

(E16), and a decreasing with

pI (at fixed Q2) cross

section for pI > (pI) o·

With increasing Q2 the

length of the plateau should
1. 2QO. 8 d' tincrease as A an 1 S

height should decrease as

Q-1.2. Consequently for

values of pi somewhat larger

than (pI) a an increase of

the cross-section with Q2 is

expected. Note that the

height and the length of the

plateau depend sensitively (as a power) on the scale para~meter A. Thus in prin

ciple the massive muon pair production offers us a possibility for a precise deter~

mination of the scale A by using very high energy machines. Note that this is op

posite to many other experiments (e.g. deep-inelastic scattering) in which the

sensitivity to A is lost at such high (say Q2 > 500 GeV 2) energies. However,

before the scale A which enters the formulae above can be identified with AMS
more theoretical work is needed. Some progress in this direction has already been

made by Collins and Soper (E19).

5.3.5. Systematic Approach

We have seen above that the inclusion of certain sUb-leading logarithms

(in the k.L space) modified substantially the DLLA result. The obvious question

(E18) is then whether other sub1eading logarithms not taken as yet into account

could have an important effect on everything that we just said. In order to

answer this question a systematic approach is needed. Such an approach has re

cently been proposed by Collins and Soper. We shall only present here their final

formula which applies in the whole range of pl. It reads as follows (E20):

I: + Y (5.11)

where I: dominates for pI « Q2 and it combines with

duce the standard perturbative results of Section 5.2.

Y for pI ~ Q2 to repro

I: is given essentially by
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a. formula lik.e (5 .. 71 wi.til

S

Ix X Q2
1 2

I
lib

(5.12)-

:rep~acing So of Eq. (5.9). The func'tions YK and K are fully calculable in pertur

bation theory and the claim is that once the one-loop and two-loop contributions

to YK and one-loop result for K are inserted into (5.12) the remaining corrections

are small. The results (see (5.7» discussed in the previous sections correspond

to setting K to zero and taking only one loop contributions to Y
K

into account. K
is already known but the two-loop Y

K
has still to be calculated. Once it is known

~he scale A in Eq. (5.10) can be related to A
MS

•

It should be remarked that a complete proof of the Collins-Soper formula

(5.11, 5.12) is still missing, but there exists a proof (E21) of an analogous for

~ula relevant for Energy-Energy correlations in e+e- ~ h h X.
1 2

In summary it seems that a lot of progress has been made towards the under-

standing of p~ distributions in the massive muon production. However it is crucial

to check whether the predictions discussed here are not spoiled by diseases found

by Doria, Frenkel and Taylor (see Section 8) in the integrated over p~ cross

sections at the two-loop and higher twist level.

Finally we should mention that the phenomenological application of fODmulae

~ike (5.7)-(5.9) has been made recently by Chiappetta and Greco (E22), who find a

good agreement of the theory with rrN and pN data after the inclusion of the intrin

sic <kl>int ~ 0.4 GeV 2
• Thus the inclusion of multiple-gluon effects into the

phenomenological analysis improves the agreement of the theory with the low p~ data

without the need for a large 0(1 GeV) intrinsic k~ .

p.4. Miscellaneous Remarks

Another place where the physics discussed above can be studied is energy

energy correlations (E23), dE/dcose, which can be measured in e+e-annihilation.

The important variable is now e , the angle between the momenta of two particles a

~nd b detected in the final state (E24) (e+e- ~ a + b + anything). For

60 0 < e < 120 0 the standard perturbation theory can be used. One finds (E25) thau

a good description of the data can only be obtained after the inclusion of a sub

~tantial non-perturbative (fragmentation) contribution. The non-perturbative com

~onent decreases with the increasing energy (like l/W) but even at the highest

energy it corresponds to roughly 40% of the full result. The non-perturbative

effects are expected (E23) to be much smaller (decreasing like 1/W 2
)' in the asym

metry defined by
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.Indeed.., the analysis a.f the PLUTO g.roup (B2.6) shows :t::lha.t It;;he pel:tmrbative

result is in good agreement with the data at 30 GeV. It should be mentioned that

these results are based on the leading order (O(a)) of perturbation theory. The

O(a 2 ) corrections are now being computed (E27).

For small e the physics is essentially identical to the one encountered at

low p~ in bhe massive muon pair production. Detailed discussions can be found in

(E12), (E17), (E18) and (E2l). The first comparisons with the data are encourag

ing.

There are other quantities where multiple gluon emissions play an important

role. These are the total transverse jet momentum distributions (ElO, E15, E26)

and acolinearity distributions in deep-inelastic scattering (E13).

6. Heavy Quarkonia Decays.

The next set of quantities which we shall encounter on our tour are the

leptonic, photonic and hadronic decay widths of heavy quarkonia and their hyper

fine splittings. It is believed (A17,Fl) that in QCD all these quantities can be

written in a factorized form as follows:

r (6.1)

where ~(O) is the wave function at the origin of the QQ system and C(a (m 2
)) is a

s
short distance function which can be calculated in Perturbative QCD and which has

an expansion in as of the type given in Eq. (2.1). Furthermore m is the mass of

the constituent quark. The function C(as(m)) is obtained by evaluating the ampli

tude for annihilation of a quark and an antiquark into gluons, and in higher

orders into gluons, quarks and antiquarks. The wave function ~(O), which contains

long distance effects (pinding effects) cannot be calculated by perturbative

methods, but can be obtained from a potential model. It is sometimes useful to

take appropriate ratios of various partial widths and eliminate I~(O) 1
2 from the

analysis. The resulting quantities are then fully calculable in Perturbative QCD

and consequently good for QCD tests.

To our best knowledge there is no rigorous proof of the factorization in

Eq. (6.1) but there exist arguments (A17, Fl) that at least the leading and the

next-to-leading order QCD corrections to various ratios considered below are

independent of the binding energy and can be meaningfully calculated in perturba

tion theory.

After these general remarks we can now have a closer look at the outcome

of various calculations.

6.1. Large Corrections to P-state Decays.

Barbieri, Caffo, Gatto and Remiddi (F2) have calculated the one loop QCD

corrections to the annihilation widths into hadrons and into two photons of the P

wave quarkonium states. In order to confront the results of these calculations

with the existing data we con~ider (F2) the following ratjos (~~dpon9)
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f{O+T....h ) , +T
a (4m 2

)R f (2 ....yy) 1 + 6.5 1.6 ± 0.2-
f{2++....h) f (O++....yy)I 1T

R
_ 4 f(O++....h)

1 + 12. a (4m 2
) 2.15 0.35=15 ±

2 f (2++....h) 1T

(G .2)

(6.3)

'where the numerical values of the coefficients of a/1T are for the charmonium

fam;ily. For the bottomium family the corresponding coefficients are 4.0 and 9.5.

It should be emphasized that the coefficients in question are true physical pre

dictions of QCD and do not depend on the renormalization scheme used to calculate

fls. Thus the sign and the size of the corrections can be directly confronted wit~

the data. As shown in Eqs. (6.2) and (G.3), for the full range of values of A
considered (0.1 GeV < A < 0.5 GeV), the corrections to the leading order predic

tions (i.e. 1) are sizeable. It is then interesting to note (F2) that the pres

ent data (F3), which give R
I

~ 1.45 and R
2

= 2.1 ± 0.5, require these large cor

rections. The sign and the size of the corrections agree with the data!! This

enthusiasm is tempered, however, by the fact that the next-to-leading order cor

rections to Rand R are large and it is not clear whether we should trust per-
l 2

turbation theory. But the situation could have been even worse. We could have

found very small corrections or corrections with a negative sign in which case

there would not be much hope for the agreement of the theory with data (unless

non-perturbative effects were very large). I therefore think that at least on a

qualitative level QCD predictions for R
I

and R
2

for the charmonium family have

survived the confrontation with experiment.

For more quantitative tests it is important to make a similar comparison

for the bottomium family. The corresponding predictions are R
I

= 1.26 ± 0.05 and

R = 1.63± 0.13 Le., corrections are smaller than in the charmonium case and the
2

perturbative expansions are expected to behave better.

'6.2. Leptonic Widths of ~ and T, Hadronic Widths of Paraquarkonia and Hyperfine

Splittings.

The large corrections to R
1

and R
2

discussed above are by no means the

only large corrections encountered in the quarkonia physics. It has been known

,for a long time that the one-loop corrections to the leptonic width of the S-state

orthoquarkonia {I were substantial. One has (F4)

2 2
41Te a EM ( 2)

1 <p(0)1 2 [1-5.3~]
m2 TI

(6.4)

where e and m are the charge and the mass of the constituent quark respectively.

Wurthermore a EM is the electromagnetic coupling constant. The one-loop corrections

here have an opposite sign to those found in the P state decays and they reduce th~

eorn term prediction by roughly a factor 1.8 ± 0.3 for ~ and a factor 1.5 ± 0.2

for T when 0.1 < A < 0.3 GeV.
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Sjmjlarly the ane-loopcorrec±ians to the hadronic wi4ths ef paraquarkoni.

have been found to be substantial. In the MS scheme one has (F5)

[1 + (
5.27) o.MS(m2)

1 <I> (0) 1
2

4.85 7T
(6.5)

It is then interesting to observe that the recently calculated (F6) one

loop QCD corrections to hyperfine splittings turn out to be very small (2-7%):

1<1>(0)\2 [1 + (0.77)
0.14

(6.6)

The important question is then whether the predictions (6.4) and (6.5)

(large corrections) and the prediction (6.6) (small corrections) can be made simul~

taneously consistent with the data, and this for reasonable values of o.MS' In

order to answer this question one can either take various ratios of quantities in

(6.4)-(6.6) in which case the dependence on 1<1>(0) 1
2 1m 2 is eliminated, or use a

potential model from which 1<1>(0)1 2 can be obtained. Using the potential model of

ref. (F7) one finds (see Table I) that the existing data for the charmonium family

are well represented by Eqs.(6.4),(6.5) and (6.6) with .!\.MS==200±100MeV (F8).

Table I

Quantity Theory Experiment

+ -
(AMS == 2°°± 10O)

f('¥ -+ jl jl 4.7 ± .6 4.8 ± .6 keV

f(n c -+ h) 22 ± 10 20 + 16 MeV
11

llE('¥-nc ) 84 ± 21 119 ± 9 MeV

r(T-+jl+jl-) 0.98 ± 0.06 1.16 ± .17 keV

f(nb-+h ) 7.1 ± 2.1 ? MeV

,1lE (T-nb ) 39. ± 5 ? MeV

~his is consistent with the analysis of the authors of ref. (F6)who, using various

ratios of quantities in (6.4), (6.5) and (6.6) and employing the method of ref.

(B15) find AMS == 160± 90 MeV. Remembering various theoretical uncertainties such

as non-perturbative effects, relativistic corrections and higher order corrections

which have not been taken into account, the analysis presented above can only be

regarded as semi-quantitative. For this reason also the precise determination of

the scale parameter AMS cannot be made from '¥ spectroscopy. For the T family the

situation is expected to be better as we shall now discuss.

6.3 AMg from Hadronic Width of Orthoquarkonia.

One of the most interesting and at the same time difficult calculations in

Perturbative QCD in the last year has been done by Lepage and McKenzie (F9) who
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evaluated the lQng await.ed a ~ cQr.rectioDs to the hadroni.c widths of If aoo T. The.

calculation involves the transitLons QQ~ 4G, 2Gqq in addition to the virtual cor

rections to the 3G decay mode. Since the perturbative expansion for the hadronic

widths of· S-wave orthoquarkonia begins with a 3 these quantities are very useful

for a precise determination of the scale pa~meter A. Choosing the MS scheme

Lepage and McKenzie find (F9)

'¥ _ 16° 2 3 2f h (T ~ hadrons) - --sr (TT - 9) a (M)
MS

which when combined with (6.4) gives

(6.7)

f h
a 3 (M 2 ) a (M 2 )

10 (TT 2 -9) MS [1+(10.2) MS ]
T 81 TT e 2 a 2 9.1 'IT

+ EM
~ ~

a 3 (m 2 ) a (m 2 )

10 (TT 2 -9) MS [1 + (0.80) MS ].
81 TT e 2 ~ 0.45 TT

EM

(6.8a)

(6.8b)

In obtaining (6.8b) we have used M = 2m, where M is the quarkonium mass.

Note that if the argument of a is chosen to be m the corrections to the ratio above

are very small. Comparing Eq. (6.8a,b) with the data for the T family (FlO), Lepage

and McKenzie find AMS = 121 ~ ji MeV and AMS = 100 ~ ~~ MeV from (6. 8a) and (6. 8b)

~espectively. The difference between these two values together with the quoted

errors which come from the data show how accurately one can at present determine A

from T decays. Smaller values of AMS are obtained for the charmonium but the anal

ysis is much less reliable. As shown in Table I the QCD prediction for f~+~-(T)

when combined with the potential model of ref. (F7) agrees quite well with the data.

1\lso in ref. (F9) predictions for f ('¥, T ~ Y + hadrons) can be found.

6.4. Summary and Outlook .

.!) It seems that the QCD predictions for various decay rates of quarkonia

agree well with experiment. An exception are the El Transitions (Fll) where the

discrepancy between theory and experiment amounts to a factor 2 to 4, but at the

moment it is not clear whether this is the problem of QCD or of the existing poten

tial models. Furthermore only leading order prediction for the El transitions are

known and the higher order QCD corrections could turn out to be as large as in the

case of the P-state decays.

ii) Radiative corrections to various decay rates turn out to be small and

large at right places. One can, however, worry a bit that in the cases where they

are large, perturbative calculations cannot be fully trusted.

iii) Because of large corrections the charmonium family can offer us only

qualitative tests. More quantitative confrontation can be made for the bottomium
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family once f:.E(T-nb) and r(Tlt,... h) are measured in addition to the already known

r (T... ].I + ].1-) and r (T ... h) . Good data for all these four quanti ties could allow us pre'"

cise determination of A Finally as discussed at length in ref. (F12), the topo-

nium family, if not too heavy (F13), would be a very good place for QCD tests and

for the determination of the QQ potential. For a 40-50 GeV heavy toponium a large

portion of the QQ potential is expected to be Culombic, in which case the confron

tation with the QCD potential, which is known up to the two-loop level (F14) will

be possible.

iv) The values of AMS extracted from various decay rates are compatible with

each other, although the values extracted from the hadronic and leptonic widths

are somewhat'lower than the one extracted from hyperfine splittings (F8). Further

more the values of AMS are compatible with the ones found in deep-inelastic scat

tering analysis.

~) Finally a better understanding of factorization (6.1), of the non

perturbative effects and of the relativistic effects is clearly needed. The latter

effects are probably quite important for the charmonium family but are estimated

(F12) to be relatively small for bottomium and toponium families.

Further aspects of the Quarkonia physics can be found in the talk of

Shifman (Fll).

We have not discussed here the jet studies in quarkonia physics. Among

the recent papers on ~his subject is the study of gluon jets in heavy paraquarkon

ium decay (F15).

7. Jets and e+e- Annihilation.

One of the most popular topics in Perturbative QCD is jets. These have

been studied most extensively in e+e- annihilation. There have already been many

talks on jets at this copference (Gl) and consequently we shall concentrate here

only on the highlights of jet physics.

The procedure for all jet calculations consists essentially of three steps.

In Step 1, one calculates the diagrams of the type given in Fig. 7: a) zeroes

order in a , b) O(a), c)- e) O(a 2 ) and generally f) O(an ).

In Step 2 one integrates the results of the first step over various vari

ables. Subsequently so-called infrared safe quantities (G2) can be constructed.

The most popular among these are: i) Sterman-Weinberg cross-sections (G2) and ii)

average jet measurements such as thrust (G3), acoplanarity (G4), Fox-Wolfram para

meters (G5) and energy-energy correlations (G6). One is also interested in iii)

p~ distributions of the hadrons in the final state and in iv) the average hadronic

multiplicity. Finally in Step 3 hadronization effects and generally non-perturba

tive effects have to be taken into account before a given quantity can be compared

with the experimental data.

The first two steps are believed to be well understood in Perturbative QCD,

whereas the last step which involves long distance phenomena can only be handled

l!:¥ invoking hadronization models (G7). There is also a belief (partly justified

for some quantities) that the calculations of the first two steps Gan be ,done
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(a) (b)

q

G

G

G

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

independently of the last step. Furthermore it is hoped that for some quantities

and at sufficiently high energies the results of the first two steps will be in

sensitive to the hadronization effects of step 3. Such quantities would then be

suitable for II c l ean ll QCD tests. Unfortunately it does not seem that anybody so

far succeeded in finding a quantity which would be completely clean at the acces

sible energies. Consequently quantitative tests and confrontations of QCD with

the available experimental data should be considered with some caution. On the

other hand qualitative tests at present energies have much firmer basis. In fact

it appears that on the qualitative level all QCD predictions for jet cross-sections

are in accord with the experimental findings.

In the following we shall make a biased and probably incomplete list of

the most interesting confrontations of QCD with the experimental data in e+e

annihilation. SUbsequently we shall discuss a hot topic of this symposium: ~2

corrections to the jet cross-sections.

7.1. Highlights of Jets and of e+e- Annihilation.

1. Observation of a two jet structure at SPEAR between 3.0 and 7.4 GeV, which sub

sequently has been confirmed by groups at Doris.

2. Studies of the angular distribution of the jet axis with respect to the beam
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direct jon J::ell.ealed. 1 + cos 2 a dis.tr.i.b.ut.ion support j ng spin· \ fG·1:' the quarks.

(scalar quarks would give I - cos 2 e ) .
e+e-

3. The measured value of R agrees very well with the QCD prediction. The high-

er order corrections turn out to be small (G8).

4. Deviations from two jet structure have been observed by several groups at Doris.

In particular the analysis by the PLUTO group (G9) suggests the decay T~3G.

Furthermore the analysis of Koller and Krasemann (GIO), the analysis alIa

Ellis-Karliner (GIl) by the TASSO group (GI2) and the recent paper by Koller,

Sander, Walsh and Zerwas (GI3) support the spin I for the gluon.

5. Three jet events in the nonresonant region at 30 GeV have been observed by var

ious groups (GI4). Extensive analyses of various distributions support the

belief that the three jet events come from hard gluon bremsstrahlung (GIS). In

particular one observes broadening of p~ distributions ~ith increasing energy.

Furthermore some differences between the quark and gluon fragmentation have been

observed in accordance with QCD expectations (GI6).

On the theoretical side there have been many developments in the jets

physics. Some of them are listed below.

6. Jet calculus (GI7).

7. a 2 corrections to the jet cross-sections and to the event shapes which we shall

discuss in Sect. 7.2.

8. Generalizations of the Sterman-Weinberg formula. The present status is summa

rized very nicely in Sect. 6 of ref. (AI3).

9. Energy-energy correlations discussed in Sect. 5.4.

10.Average hadronic multiplicities to be discussed by Mueller in his talk at this

symposium.

7.2. Higher Order Calculations and the Parameter A •

In Sections 3 and 6 we have discussed the values of the scale parameter A
as extracted from the deep-inelastic scattering and quarkonia decays respectively.

It is important to check whether the jet cross-sections give the same value for A.
One year ago various experimental groups at DESY found the values of A using the

leading order (O(a» jet cross-sections. For reasons discussed in Section 2 these

values cannot be meaningfully compared with the values of AMS found in Sections 3

and 6. For such a comparison to make sense next-to the leading order corrections

(O(a 2 » to the jet cross-sections have to be calculated. Such a calculation in

volves the Born diagrams contributing to four jet cross-sections e+e-~qqGG and

e+e- ~ qq qq and also the virtual (loop) corrections to the three jet process

e+e- ~ qqG.

The four jet cross-sections have been first calculated in ref. (GI8) and

the result of this calculation has been subsequently confirmed by two other groups

(GI9,G20). The first full calculation of order a 2 (i.e. including virtual cor

~ections) has been done by Ellis, Ross and Terrano (ERT) (G20) and subsequently by

two other groups (G21-G23). The answers for the matrix elements (see step I above)

obtained by all groups agree with each other, whereas there seemed to exist (at
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least before this symposium1sQIJ1e disagreements in subsequentstapa of various

analyses.

The authors of ref. (G23) found large and positive corrections to the

thrust distribution (G24). This result has been confirmed in refs. (G25 - G29)

where the matrix elements of ERT (G20) have been used. On the other hand Fabrici

us, Kramer, Schierholz and Schmitt (FKSS) (G21; found small and negative correc

tions to the thrust distribution. The latter authors have also calculated (G22)

the generalized 3-jet Sterman-Weinberg cross-section, and found that for certain

values of the cut-off parameters E and 0 the corrections were small~ A similar

result has been obtained by Sharpe (G27), who used the matrix elements of ERT.

In view of all these results, we want to ask now the following questions:

i) How large are the O(a 2
) QCD corrections to the thrust distribution as defined

by Farhi (G3) in 1976?

ii) Which distributions (thrust, Sterman-Weinberg cross-sections, etc.) are useful

for QCD tests?

iii) How large is AMS as extracted from the jet cross-sections?

Here are the answers to all these questions.

i) In order to answer the first question I organized two short meetings

(G30) with the physicists, who were directly involved in the calculations mention

ed above. It has been concluded that only the authors of refs. (G24- G29) calcula

ted the thrust distribution as defined in (G3). The authors of ref. (G2l) calcula

ted a different distribution (call it do/dT') and therefore there is no wonder that

they obtained a result which differs from (G23-G29). The discussion of the dif

ference is somewhat too technical to be presented here. In summary then, the

O(a 2 ) QCD corrections to the thrust distribution are large and positive (G3l). One

nas for instance:

and

1 do I
a dT T = • 85

4 8 (Q 2 ) r
L

1 + 16. aM'ITS• a
MS

(7.1)

1 do
o dT .70

r a-
o•2 a

MS
(Q 2 ) I 1 +24. MS

L 'IT
(7.2)

which for a MS (1200 GeV 2
) ~ .13 corresponds to a 60% and 100% correction respec

tively. For 0.75 < T < 0.90 the corrections are roughly 60%.

ii) What about other distributions? FKSS have found small (~20%) cor

rections to the 3-jet Sterman-Weinberg cross-sections for E = 0.2 and 0 = 45 0, but

huge corrections (a factor 1/3 ± 1) for E = 0.1 and 0 = 30 0. This agrE~es with the

calculations of Sharpe (G27) who finds that the O(a 2
) corrections to Sterman

Weinberg 3-jet cross-sections are less than 25% for E > 0.05 and 36° < 0 < 60°,

but that they are larger for other values of E and o.
As emphasized by Clavelli and Wyler (G26,G32), for small T the O(a 2

) cor

rections to dO/dT must be large because the phase-space for the O(a)qqG contri

bution ends' at T = 2/3 whereas for the 0 (a 2) q.qGG cont.J.\$)Pul1liu;)n ;l1r~'benclls to
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T = ~ ~ O~58~ This is clearly seen in Eqs.(7.l) and (7.2). -This is unfortunat6

because in the range of T far from T= 1 the non-perturbative effects are expected

to be smallest and consequently one would believe that this is the best region for

QCD tests. Clavelli and Wyler suggest therefore to seek variables which have the

same kinematic boundaries in all orders of a. One possibility (G26) is to divide

events in two with respect to the plane normal to the thrust axis and use the in

variant mass ~ of the heavier jet as a variable. In all orders in a one has

~/S ~ 1/3. Using the matrix elements of ERT, Clavelli and Wyler find that the

O(a 2) corrections to the distribution in question are at most 40% in the whole

range of ~ .

In sumrr.ary it seems that thrust distributions for 0.75 < T < 0.90, Sterman

Weinberg cross-sections for £ > 0.05 and 36° < Q < 60°, and ~ distributions of

ref. (G26) can be meaningfully compared with the data. The corrections to the

thrust distribution are somewhat large but I do not think that they are large

enough to prevent the determination of AMS from these distributions (G33). I

think it is important to find out which of the three distributions mentioned above

is least sensitive to non-perturbative effects. Talking to various people during

this symposium I get the impression that different opinions exist on this issue.

iii) But what about the values of AMS ? Unfortunately at the moment of

this writing there is no full agreement on this value. The authors of refs. (G23,

G25) and in particular Ali (G29) find AMS ~ 100 ± 50 MeV from the thrust distribu

tion (G34). A similar result has been obtained in ref. (G26) by studying the MH
distribution. On the other hand FKSS find AMS ~ 480 MeV by comparing the 3-jet

Sterman-Weinberg cross-sections with data. Because of large experimental errors

the value AMS ~ 300 MeV could also fit the latter cross-sections. The discre

~ancies in the values of AMS just mentioned do not look so bad if one talk3 about

a MS instead of AMS . AMS = 100 ± 50 MeV and say AMS ~ 400± 100 MeV correspond to

a MS = 0.125 ± 0.01 and aMS ~ 0.16 ± 0.01 at Q2 ~ 1200 Gev 2 respectively. This

~ounts to a 30% discrepancy. Nevertheless it is important to clarify why the

values of AMS or aMS extracted from various distributions are so different.

B. Theoretical News

During the last two years there have been several important theoretical

results in perturbative QCD, which we have not discussed in this review. For com

pleteness, however, we shall make a (probably incomplete) list of these achievementa

8.1. Wee Parton Cancellation.

In connection with the semi-inclusive processes in which there are two

hadrons in the initial state (e.g. pp~~+~-X) or two detected hadrons in the final

state (e.g. e+e-~h h x) there is an important question of whether the soft gluons'
1 2

exchanges between the colliding (or detected) hadrons are cancelled by the real

gluon emissions. Explicit calculations of order a have shown that this is indeed

the case. However, an all order proof was missing for some time. Recently such a
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proo£ for 8+6- ~ h h x has beQD demc~stratQQ by Colli~. and B~erman (al}. An enal
1 2

ogous proof for the massive muon production is however still missing.

8.2. Doria-Frenkel-Taylor disease.

We should mention a very important finding of Doria, Frenkel and Taylor

(H2). These authors made a study of the infrared behaviour of the inclusive pro

cess qq -+ virtual photon + anything (0 (a 2) ). Their study has been repeated by

Di'Lieto, Gendron, Halliday and Sachrajda (H3) who, although finding some errors

in the intermediate steps of the calculations of ref. (H2), confirmed the main re

sult of Doria et al: for the process in question the Bloch-Nordsieck cancellation

of infrared divergences fails. The left infrared divergence is O(m2/Q2) and will

undoubtedly complicate the study of higher twist contributions to massive muon

production. Generally a similar feature is expected for processes with two hadron$

in the initial state (H2-H4). The above results raise the following important

question: does the Bloch-Nordsieck mechanism work for leading twist contributions

to the processes in question in order a k with k > 2?

It is possible to cancel the infrared singularities mentioned above by

forming a coherent state of soft gluons (14), but the final answer must clearly de

pend on how this state is formed and consequently the predictive power of the

theory is lost.

8.3. Exclusive Processes

During the last two years the QCD predictions for the hadronic formfactors

and the elastic scattering at large angles have been worked out by various people,

in particular by Farrar and Jackson (H5), Brodsky and Lepage (H6), Efremov and

Radyushkin (H7), Parisi (H8), Duncan and Mueller (H9) and Landshoff and Pritchard

(HIO). Further references and the discussion of the results of these papers can be

found in the talk by Mueller.

I will just mention here that in ref. (Hll) the next to the leading order

corrections (i.e. 0(a 2 » to the hard scattering amplitude relevant for the pion

formfactor have been calculated. The corrections turn out to be substantial.

However in order to obtain the full O(a 2) corrections to the pion formfactor, the

next to the leading order corrections to the parton distribution amplitudes have

still to be computed.

8.4. Two-photon Processes

Photon structure functions F
2

Y, FLY' etc., which can be measured in

e+e--+e+e- + hadrons have attracted the attention of many people, whose names can

be found in the talk of Bardeen. As opposed to the hadronic structure functions,

F. Y can be fully calculated if Q2 is large enough. For Q2 ~ 5- 10 GeV 2 only the
~

x > 0.4 region can be fully predicted in Perturbative QCD since the small x region

receives an important vector dominance contribution. The recent PLUTO data (H12)

seem to agree for x > 0.4 with the shape and normalization of F Y as predicted by
2

oeD. The value of AMS' turns out to be 200 ± 100 MeV (H13).
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~or completeness we have listed .in ~able III the referen~es to hi~her

order calculations which are relevant to two-photon physics (H14-H17).

8.5. Average Hadronic Multiplicities

Very interesting predictions have been made for the energy dependence of

the average hadronic multiplicities. Details can be found in the talk by Mueller

and in (H18).

9. Grand View of Perturbative QCD.

We are approaching the end of our tour. Let us enumerate the successes and

spectacular results of Perturbative QCD as well as the problems which have to be

solved in the future.

9.1. Seven Wonders of Perturbative QCD.

A) Roughly ten years ago theorists began a search for a theory of strong in-

teractions which would explain approximate Bjorken scaling and the ratio Re+e- .

QCD turned out to be such a theory. Moreover it predicted calculable logarithmic

deviations from the exact Bjorken scaling and the deviations from the parton model

prediction for Re+e-. The high statistics experiments performed over the last

four years have shown deviations from the free parton model predictions in accord

ance with QCD. Furthermore it has been found by theorists that higher order cor-
+

rections to deep-inelastic structure functions and to Re e were rather small al-

ready at presently available energies implying that perturbative calculations for

these quantities can be trusted.

It has also been found that there are other quantities for which the lead

ing order QCD predictions agree well with the data, and for which higher order

corrections turned out to be small. The list of these quantities includes photon

structure functions at intermediate x values and hyperfine splittings among others.

B) It is then important to notice that the same theory which gives small high-

er order corrections to the quantities mentioned above gives large corrections to

almost all semi-inclusive processes. In particular one finds large renormaliza

tion of the Drell-Yan cross-section by roughly factor 2, scaling violations in

fragmentation functions which are predicted to be larger than those for parton

distributions, and substantial non-factorization effects, in particular in semi

inclusive deep-inelastic scattering. Large QCD corrections are furthermore found

in p~ distributions in the massive muon production and in the leptonic, hadronic

and photonic widths of quarkonia. Some of these corrections can be made smaller

by suitably redefining the expansion parameter a, but others which are renormali

zation prescription independent are the true predictions of the theory. It is

then interesting to observe that essentially all of the large corrections which

came out of various theoretical calculations are required by the data. This is in

particular the case in the Drell-Yan cross-sections and various widths of quarkon

ia.
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~ There are other spectacular predictions of the Pertbrbative QeD ~hich have

been confirmed by the data. We should mention first of all the three jet events

which have been found in agreement with QCD on the qualitative and, to some extent

also, quantitative level.

D) Also various large p~ effects, as the ones found in the massive muon pair

production, e+e- annihilation, and deep-inelastic scattering, and which are believ

ed to be the consequence of hard gluon ~remsstrahlung, belong to the spectacular

predictions of QCD, which have been confirmed by the data.

E) Other spectacular results are related to multiple soft gluon emissions and

consequently to the infrared structure of the theory. These are in particular p~

distributions in the Drell-Yan process at small p~ values, where one expects a

decrease of the cross-section with the increasing energy, and the average multipli

cities for which a fast increase with the energy is predicted. Although the pre

sent data seem to indicate the expected increase of average multiplicities, more

work has to be done on the theoretical side before a meaningful quantitative

confrontation with the data is possible. Other spectacular confrontations of QCD

with the data are expected in the Exclusive processes and the Two-photon Processes4

F) It should also be emphasized that essentially for all quantities for which

the relevant calculations have been done the higher order corrections improve the

agreement of the theory with data. In particular this is the case of the deep

inelastic structure functions (F ,F ), PI distributions in the massive muon pro-
2 3 .J..

duction at intermediate and large p~ values and also quantities mentioned under B) 4

G) Finally as shown in Table II there is a remarkable (with few exceptions,

see below) agreement between the values of A
MS

extracted from various experiments.

Roughly the present "world AMS " turns out to be

A 160 + 100 MeV
MS 80

In spite of the Seven Wonders which we have encountered on our trip it is

obvious that there still remain many problems which have to be solved before we

can be completely satisfied with ourselves and with QCD. Let us list some of them.

9.2. Seven Problems to be Solved in Perturbative QCD.

A) The study of higher twist effects in deep-inelastic scattering and in other

processes should be continued. Also better understanding of the on set of hadron

ization and of non-perturbative effects is clearly needed. Some progress in this

direction has been made by Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov (II)

B) Better understanding of the origin of large higher order corrections found

in various processes and in particular the study of their resumation is desirable.

C) Further study of Sudakov-like effects is clearly needed. In particular ona

needs a systematic method for calculating corrections to double leading logarithmic

approximation. Important progress in this direction has been made by Collins and

Soper (E19).
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Table II: Values of A- and ~--MS M8

Quantity AMS (MeV) ~_ (Q2 =30 Gev2)
MS

Structure functions:

CDHS 210 + 80 0.18 ± 0.02- 70

CDHS (moments) 250 ± 80 0.19 ± 0.02

EMC, 145 + 150 0.165 ± 0.035H - 902

EMC, Fe 170 + 155 0.17 ± 0.04105

BCDMS 85 + 96 0.15 ± 0.0378

BEBC 140 + 95 0.165 ± 0.02- 35

GGM 150 + 150 0.165 ± 0.035- 110

Charm 240 ± 120 0.190 ± 0.01

Ref. C17 450 ± 50 0.23 ± 0.01

r ('II ... ]1+]1-)
200 ± 100 0.175 ± 0.025

r (nc '" h)

tiE ('II - nc ) 350 ± 50 0.21 ± 0.01

r (T ... h) 120 ± 45 0.16 ± 0.01

Sterman-Weinberg 480 (± 200) 0.24

3 jet cross-section (G22)

Thrust (G29) 110 + 70 0.155 ± 0.020- 50

Photon Structure Functions 200 ± 100 0.175 ± 0.025

D) One would like to have some "Clean QCD Tests" in which problems A and B
are avoided. In particular a clean experimental test of the non-abelian structure

of QCD (12) and of asymptotic freedom would be very important.

E) Further exploration of two photon physics, of exclusive processes and of

various spin effects (13) is certainly of interest.

F) There are still various rigorous proofs to be demonstrated. Some have

been listed in Section 8.

G) Finally it would be good to clarify the origin of the difference between

the large values of AMS ~ 400- 500 MeV as extracted by Duke, Owens and Roberts
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(C17) £rom the deep-inelastic scattering data and by]'KSS (Gl1) from the Ster.man.

Weinberg 3 jet cross-sections, and the small values of 11.- ~ 16'0 + 10
8

0 MeV found by
MS - 0

the rest of the world.

Table III: Higher Order Calculations

Quantity

Two-Loop S function

Two-LoOp

Space-Like Anomalous

Dimensions

Deep-inelastic

scattering F , F
2 3

Massive Muon Production (qq,qG)

e+e- -+ hx

eh -+ ehx

hh -+ jet x

P~ distributions in Drell-Yan

?our Jets

Real Photon Structure

lFunctions F Y
2

-+Paraquarkonia 0

Orthoquarkonia 1++

Leptonic Widths I

Large P~ Direct Leptons

Ref.

"BIO

C6

C7

c8

C9

B2

C8

D8

DIO

D12

D13

D21

ES
E6

E7

G18

G19

G20

G8

Hl4

FS

F2

F4

Hl6

D23

Quantity

Three-Loop S function

Two-Loop

Time-Like Anomalous·

Dimensions

Deep-inelastic

Scattering FL

Massive Muon Production (qq)

hh -+ hx

Polarized Deep-Inelastic

Scattering

Large P~ direct photons

Full a 2 corrections to Jets

Three Loop Corrections to

Hadronic Multiplicities

Virtual Photon Structure

Functions

Orthoquarkonia 0++, 2++

Hadronic Width I

I -+ yx

Hyperfine Splittings

Direct photons in e+e

\Collisions

Pion Formfactor

Ref.

Bll

DS

C29

D9

Dll

D19
D20

C43

D22

G20

G21

G23

Hl8

HIS

F2

F9

F6

Hl7

HII

We can now address the question posed at the beginning of the Introduction.

I personally believe that in view of the many successful QCD predictions discussed

above there is a very good possibility that Quantum Chromodynamics is the correct

theory of the Strong Interactions. However in view of tbe r.emaini~ prob~ems
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which have to be solved both Ul the short and the long dist~ d~ain, ~e still

have to work very hard before we can be sure that this is indeed the case. In

other words: "Although substantial progress has been done (see Table III) it seems

we shall still have a lot of !...~ in the y,ears to come."

I would like to thank Inany of my friends for numerous informative discus

sions, and NORDITA and colleagues of NORDITA/NBI for warm hospitality.
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Discussion

R. L. Jaffe, MIT: I would just like to comment that the x~l behavior of higher

twist effects depends upon longitudinal quark and gluon distributions in the

infinite momentum frame which are conceptually independent from twist two dis

tributions. Therefore, the x-~ 1 behavior of higher twist effects remains at

present unknown.

A. J. Buras: Thank you for this comment. I fully agree with you.

G. Wolf, DESY: A question to the 0(a 2 ) corrections to the 3 jet production in
+ _ s

e e . Using the xl variable of FKSS, it seems that one can define a kinematical
2

region in which the order as contribution is reasonably small. Is that also

true when one works with thrust?

A. J. Buras: Yes, there is a region let's say from 0.75 to 0.95 where the cor

rections to thrust distributions are of order 60 %, for as about 0.13, when

one works in the MS scheme.

G. Wolf: Yes, but that's much bigger than in the other case.

A. J. Buras: Yes, but I do not think that these substantial corrections prevent

determination of ~ from the data on thrust. Furthermore the distributions

discussed by FKSS have small corrections in a rather limited range of S. The

phenomenology of these distributions has still to be done. The question is that

what this group should really do is take various E and 0 and, for each E

and 0, extract a and see whether they exactly get the same a, and see how

useful their distributions are. I think Ali waAts also to make a comment.

G. Kramer, Univ. of Hamburg: In the meantime, I can tell you that we varied E

and 0 quite a lot and haven't found anything.

A. J. Buras: o.k. very good.

A. Ali, DESY: Well, the matter of corrections to jet distributions actually is a

matter of taste and temperament. And you can reduce the corrections also in thrust

distributions if you subtract the genuine four jet events from your total data
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sample. You can do this for example by looking at the acoplanarity distribution

which is a finite and well calculable quantity in QCD, and is a well-defined

quantity also in experiment. I know that there are definite events seen experimen

tally which lie above the three jet prediction, in other words the Born term ggG

- on top of that -. So the experimental data provides you naturally with a handle

on the four jet events and you can subtract that out both from the theory and

experiment and I have done this and the resulting corrections to the thrust dis

tribution to the genuine three jet processes is only 30-35 %.

B. Stella, Univ. of Rome: Can you guess how large will be the next order correc

tions, a 3 ?s

A. J. Buras: I would not like to guess, but extrapolating, they could be of order

of 30 %. But this is only a hope.
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